The effects of asymmetric ventricular filling on left-right ventricular interaction in the normal rat heart.
Heart failure is characterised by ventricular dysfunction and with the potential for changes to ventricular volumes constraining the mechanical performance of the heart. The contribution of this interaction from geometric changes rather than fibrosis or metabolic changes is unclear. Using the constant pressure Langendorff-perfused rat heart, the volume interaction between left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV) was investigated. RV diastolic stiffness (P < 0.001) and developed pressure (P < 0.001) were significantly lower than LV. When the RV was fixed at the end-diastolic volume (EDV) or EDV + 50 %, both LV systolic and diastolic performance were unaffected with increasing LV balloon volume. However, at fixed LV volume, RV systolic performance was significantly decreased when LV volume increased to EDV + 50 % when RV volume was increased incrementally between 50 and 300 μl (P < 0.001). Systolic interaction in RV was noted as declining RV peak systolic load with increasing LV systolic pressure (P < 0.05) and diastolic interaction was noted for RV when LV volume was increased from EDV to EDV + 50 % (P < 0.05). RV diastolic wall stress was increased with increasing LV balloon volume (P < 0.05), but LV wall stress was unaltered at fixed RV balloon volume. Taken together, increasing LV volume above EDV decreased systolic performance and triggered ventricular constraint in the RV but the RV itself had no effect on the performance of the LV. These results are consistent with overload of the LV impairing pulmonary perfusion by direct ventricular interaction with potential alteration to ventilation-perfusion characteristics within the lung.